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Intensive coaching for academic and professional purposes
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                OISE was founded in Oxford, England as the first Tutorial based English language learning establishment for professionals and highly motivated university students. 


 


OISE offers courses of Spanish in Segovia, Spain for academic and professional purposes, all year round.


 


OISE offers courses of German in Heidelberg, Germany for academic and professional purposes, all year round.


 


Courses are dedicated to grammar, written eloquence, speaking with impact and specific exam preparation.


            

        

    






    
            
                                            
                                    
                        
                            Efficiency of Programs

                            Training to become eloquent 


                            
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            
                                            
                                                Clarity

                                                Express yourself and be well understood

                                                
                                                    Contrary to popular belief inherited from school years, it is not by mastering grammatical acuity or by a rich vocabulary that one will be best understood in the second language. The pace of speech encourages a paused pronunciation of each syllable, punctuated by a short expressive silence between the parts of a sentence : all are factors of good speech.
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                                                Fluidity

                                                Maintain a conversation with self-assurance  

                                                
                                                    The oratorical exercises that form the cornerstone of OISE pedagogy are invaluable support for the construction of sentences, capacity for forthright repartee in the second language, and the immediate reaction to the intervention of interlocutors.
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                                                Limpidity

                                                To understand the spoken language with ease

                                                
                                                    The enormous advantage of residing for some time, no matter how short, in the country of the target language, is to be able to accustom one's ear to the language as it is pronounced and expressed by the local population; however the ear will be even more attentive when the training covers the different accents, different intonations and the contextual anticipation.
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                                                Exploring German language and culture in Heidelberg

                                                For teenagers aged 13 to 17, seeking to enhance their German language skills and immerse themselves in German culture.



                                                
                                                    Available for one or two weeks during the summer school vacation
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                                                Master Spanish Language Skills in Segovia, Spain

                                                Ideal for ambitious language learners of all levels.



                                                
                                                    Immerse in Spain's vibrant culture with exceptional language courses and a comfortable student residence
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                                                Intensive online courses

                                                The aim is for the student to work in depth on the grammar, syntax and vocabulary of the Spanish language, and at the same time get to know in depth the culture and socio-economic characteristics of Spanish-speaking countries.



                                                
                                                    Intensive online courses to ¨Master the Spanish language¨
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